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Chasing The Dream
Ivy Peterson is close to finishing off the men
responsible for experimenting on her and dozens of
other shifter kids when a rogue pack puts her in the
Auction. She's resigned to a very short run as
someone's unwilling wife, until she sees Edgar Chase
in the crowd. The werelion looks as adrift as she feels
after losing her mate. Edgar knows he'll never love
again after his mate's death, but when he sees the
haunted girl at the Auction, he can't help himself and
fights to save her. Ivy holds the key to many of the
mysteries the Chase family faces -- and she might even
hold the key to his broken heart. Ivy just wants to
finish off the evil entrepreneur who funded the
experiments. If the Chase brothers want to help her
with that, she won't object. But as trust grows into
something more between her and Edgar, Ivy wonders
if vengeance is all there is after what she's suffered.
He shows her something more, something better. Will
their wounded hearts heal and love again, or are they
chasing different dreams?
"Never doubt yourself, never stop chasing your
dreams, and always believe the impossible." -- Carl
EnglishWhen Carl English was five years old, he was
faced with an unimaginable tragedy. The loss of his
parents in a fire would change his life as he knew it.
But he found an outlet, a comfort zone, a way out of
the emotional turmoil he experienced: basketball. He
played, hours upon hours, on the side of the highway,
in rain, wind, and even snow. As time passed,
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basketball grew into a passion, and then a dream.
Where would it take him? How big could he dream?
And what would he need to make this dream a reality?
Hard work, discipline, practice, determination, and
most important, self-belief. Basketball has taken Carl
all around the world and, in his own words, has
blessed him with so much.Chasing a Dream is the
memoir of Newfoundland basketball phenom Carl
English. It's an inspirational true story of persevering
through hard work and dedication to make a dream
become reality. In Carl's case, he always dreamed of
playing in the National Basketball Association (NBA).
Although he went undrafted through all his years
playing, he enjoyed the career of a lifetime playing the
sport he loves. The basketball pro from small-town
Newfoundland travelled overseas and crushed the
European basketball circuit. He became a superstar in
his own right, by playing in Europe and for the
Canadian national team, and returned to his home
province to a hero's welcome."Carl English has a story
that won't disappoint. Watching his career, I was
always drawn to the spark and confidence I could feel
through the TV. A hot streak was always right around
the corner, and his bravado was magnetic. Beloved by
his national team teammates for his sense of humour
and quick tongue, everyone's got a 'Carl story.'" -From the Foreword by NBA All-Star Steve Nash
Jody's dolphin research finds her in the beautiful
Caribbean, where she witnesses the horrible
conditions that some dolphins are living in for the sake
of tourists.
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From the critically acclaimed author of Amina’s Voice
comes the second book in an exciting new middle
grade series about a scrawny fourth-grader with big
dreams of basketball stardom. Now that Zayd has
made the Gold Team, he’s hustling hard and loving
every minute of the season. But when team starts to
struggle, Zayd can’t help wondering if it has
something to do with him. Even worse, his best friend
Adam suddenly starts acting like he doesn’t care about
basketball anymore, even though they are finally
teammates. He stops playing basketball with Zayd at
recess and starts hanging out with other kids. Then,
Adam up and quits the Gold Team to play football
instead. While his uncle’s wedding preparations turn
life into a circus at home, Zayd is left on his own to
figure things out. He has to decide how to still be
friends with Adam and step up to fill the empty shoes
he left on the court. Does Zayd have what it takes to
be on point and lead his team back to victory?
A Soccer Championship, an Unlikely Hero and a
Journey that Redefined Winning
Chasing My Dreams
Chasing My Dream
Chasing a Dream and Fighting for Equity
Eleven years ago, Sydney girl-about-town Carla Coulson swapped a
corporate job and a cushy life for an old camera, an uncertain future
and a way of living that would ignite her soul. She recorded the first
part of her journey - her new life in Florence and, later, Paris - in the
best-selling books Italian Joy and Paris Tango Early in her new career
as a photographer, Carla was advised to 'shoot from the heart'. In this
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wonderfully diverse collection of photographs, taken in Italy, France,
Greece, India and her native Australia, Carla does just that, lovingly
recording the people and places she has encountered along the way.
Her joie de vivre radiates from every photograph, be it of a weatherbeaten Greek fisherman or a Moulin Rouge dancer wearing nothing
but a well-placed tie, the sumptuous interior of a Venetian salon or
children frolicking on a Sydney beach. Carla moves effortlessly from
highly stylised fashion shoots in the grand hotels and palazzo of
Europe to real-life shots of factory workers in India. In this highly
evocative collection of photographs, Carla records her personal quest
to enrich her life. Chasing a Dream will inspire you to seize the day
and follow your heart.
From the critically acclaimed author of Amina’s Voice comes the first
book in an exciting new middle grade series about a fourth-grader
with big dreams of basketball stardom. Fourth grader Zayd Saleem
has some serious hoop dreams. He’s not just going to be a professional
basketball player. He’s going to be a star. A legend. The first PakistaniAmerican kid to make it to the NBA. He knows this deep in his soul.
It’s his destiny. There are only a few small things in his way. For
starters, Zayd’s only on the D-team. (D stands for developmental, but
to Zayd it’s always felt like a bad grade or something.) Not to mention,
he’s a bit on the scrawny side, even for the fourth grade team. But his
best friend Adam is on the Gold Team, and it’s Zayd’s dream for the
two of them to play together. His mom and dad don’t get it. They want
him to practice his violin way more than his jump shot. When he gets
caught blowing off his violin lessons to practice, Zayd’s parents lay
down the ultimate punishment: he has to hang up his high tops and
isn’t allowed to play basketball anymore. As tryouts for the Gold
Team approach, Zayd has to find the courage to stand up for himself
and chase his dream.
This open access book explores the historical, cultural and
philosophical contexts that have made anti-poverty the core of Chinese
society since Liberation in 1949, and why poverty alleviation measures
evolved from the simplistic aid of the 1950s to Xi Jinping’s precision
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poverty alleviation and its goal of eliminating absolute poverty by
2020. The book also addresses the implications of China’s experience
for other developing nations tackling not only poverty but such issues
as pandemics, rampant urbanization and desertification exacerbated
by global warming. The first of three parts draws upon interviews of
rural and urban Chinese from diverse backgrounds and local and
national leaders. These interviews, conducted in even the remotest
areas of the country, offer candid insights into the challenges that
have forced China to continually evolve its programs to resolve even
the most intractable cases of poverty. The second part explores the
historic, cultural and philosophical roots of old China’s meritocratic
government and how its ancient Chinese ethics have led to modern
Chinese socialism’s stance that “poverty amidst plenty is immoral”. Dr.
Huang Chengwei, one of China’s foremost anti-poverty experts,
explains the challenges faced at each stage as China’s anti-poverty
measures evolved over 70 years to emphasize “enablement” over “aid”
and to foster bottom-up initiative and entrepreneurialism, culminating
in Xi Jinping’s precision poverty alleviation. The book also addresses
why national economic development alone cannot reduce poverty;
poverty alleviation programs must be people-centered, with
measurable and accountable practices that reach even to household
level, which China has done with its “First Secretary” program. The
third part explores the potential for adopting China’s practices in other
nations, including the potential for replicating China’s successes in
developing countries through such measures as the Belt and Road
Initiative. This book also addresses prevalent misperceptions about
China’s growing global presence and why other developing nations
must address historic, systemic causes of poverty and inequity before
they can undertake sustainable poverty alleviation measures of their
own.
What would you do if you travelled to a new country and found
yourself in jail the first night? How do you deal with language
barriers, not knowing the right people, and limited education?
"Chasing my Dream: An African Immigrant Story in America" is a
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story of courage, resilience and perseverance in the face of life
challenges. In this book Komi Afetse talks about his early years in
Togo, West Africa, his adjustments to America, his life of service as a
U.S. Army Officer, and how he went from earning minimum wage to
become financially independent in fourteen years.He shared many life
principles that helped him overcome adversities and achieved personal
success. The same life principles will help you regardless of who you
are or where you are from. "Chasing my Dream: An African
Immigrant Story in America" is an incredible story that will inspire you
to go the extra mile in the search of your desired life.
My Lifelong Journey to the World Series
A Sports Thriller
An Autobiography
Journey of a Poor Boy from Fiji
From Traumatic Burns to Triumphant Survival

‘The perfect book for any parent to read
with their kids. I absolutely loved it!’ –
Sam Warburton, Wales and the British &
Irish Lions ‘James Hook has nailed it. A
book packed with positive messages – what
young rugby fans have been waiting for’ –
Alan Pearey, Rugby World ‘Jimmy Joseph is
one to watch. Kick Off does what is says
on the cover: kicks off a great new series
about a young rugby player’s life on and
off the pitch. I can’t wait to read more’
– Tom Palmer, award-winning children’s
author ‘A great read, brilliantly written.
It teaches lessons about rugby, both on
and off the field’ – Leigh Halfpenny,
Wales and the British & Irish Lions ‘I
read this with my rugby-mad son and we
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both enjoyed it immensely – it really is a
book for all ages’ – Shane Williams, Wales
and the British & Irish Lions ‘A great
read. The perfect book to encourage kids
to follow their rugby dreams’ – Tommy
Bowe, Ireland and the British & Irish
Lions ‘This book is a go-to every night
before bed with my rugby-adoring sons. A
great read for young and old’ – Greig
Laidlaw, Scotland and the British & Irish
Lions ‘Loved this book! It’s so good, even
I might have struggled to get into this
school team!’ – Mike Phillips, Wales and
the British & Irish Lions ‘Smashing
stereotypes, this brilliant book is worth
more than a bonus point. Moving and
magnificent, as well as one of the most
exciting and confidence-inspiring stories
I’ve read. Guaranteed to be a grand slam
series; essential reading for rugby fans
whatever your age’ – Scott Evans, The
Reader Teacher and #PrimarySchoolBookClub
Small, skinny, short-sighted . . . and
dazzlingly talented. Jimmy Joseph loves
rugby. All he dreams about is one day
playing for his country in a World Cup, or
winning a Test series for the Lions with a
last-minute drop-goal. But when he kicks
an up-and-under in the schoolyard and
accidentally hits his new teacher, Mr
Kane, on the head, he makes a powerful
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enemy. Jimmy and his best friends – Kitty,
Manu and Matt – try to prove their worth
on the rugby field, but to no avail. Mr
Kane has it in for them – and life is
already hard enough as they struggle to
deal with the antics of team captain Mike
Green, well known as the school bully. Can
Jimmy and his friends overcome the tyranny
of Mr Kane and help Mike see the error of
his ways? Or will the combination of
bullying, pressure and dirty tactics
derail the friends’ rugby careers before
they have even begun? An epic new rugby
series begins here!
An uplifting story of a sportsman who has
become an iconic South African figure, Ryk
writes candidly about his life and gives
inspirational advice on how to achieve
success
From the bestselling author of Escape to
the French Farmhouse comes a deliciously
feel-good story about making your dreams
come true, set in sun-kissed southern
Italy. 'A tale full of wonderful
characters, sunshine, food and romance. A
winning recipe!' Katie Fforde ----- A
summer escape she'll never forget . . .
Lucia has worked hard as a lawyer in
Wales, aiming for a big promotion she
hopes will shortly come her way. Finally
taking a well-earned break at her
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grandparents' house in southern Italy, the
sunshine, lemon trees and her nonna's
mouth-watering cooking make her instantly
feel at home. But she's shocked to learn
that her grandfather is retiring from the
beloved family pizzeria and will need to
sell. Lucia can't bear the thought of the
place changing hands - especially when she
discovers her not-quite-ex-husband Giacomo
wants to take it over! Then bad news from
home forces Lucia to re-evaluate what she
wants from life. Is this her chance to
carry on the family tradition and finally
follow her dreams? Perfect escapism from
the author of Escape to the French
Farmhouse and The Honey Farm on the Hill.
Readers have fallen sure with Chasing the
Italian Dream 'The perfect escape' 'This
book is like summer on a page' 'I loved
getting whisked away to Italy'
The United States has been epitomized as a
land of opportunity, where hard work and
skill can bring personal success and
economic well-being. The American Dream
has captured the imagination of people
from all walks of life, and to many, it
represents the heart and soul of the
country. But there is another, darker side
to the bargain that America strikes with
its people -- it is the price we pay for
our individual pursuit of the American
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Dream. That price can be found in the
economic hardship present in the lives of
millions of Americans. In Chasing the
American Dream, leading social scientists
Mark Robert Rank, Thomas A. Hirschl, and
Kirk A. Foster provide a new and
innovative look into a curious dynamic -the tension between the promise of
economic opportunities and rewards and the
amount of turmoil that Americans encounter
in their quest for those rewards. The
authors explore questions such as: -What
percentage of Americans achieve affluence,
and how much income mobility do we
actually have? -Are most Americans able to
own a home, and at what age? -How is it
that nearly 80 percent of us will
experience significant economic insecurity
at some point between ages 25 and 60? -How
can access to the American Dream be
increased? Combining personal interviews
with dozens of Americans and a
longitudinal study covering 40 years of
income data, the authors tell the story of
the American Dream and reveal a number of
surprises. The risk of economic
vulnerability has increased substantially
over the past four decades, and the
American Dream is becoming harder to reach
and harder to keep. Yet for most
Americans, the Dream lies not in wealth,
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but in economic security, pursuing one's
passions, and looking toward the future.
Chasing the American Dream provides us
with a new understanding into the dynamics
that shape our fortunes and a deeper
insight into the importance of the
American Dream for the future of the
country.
The Carl English Story
The Fritz Lang Story
Understanding What Shapes Our Fortunes
Power Forward
To Chase a Dream
Chasing the DreamAn Autobiography
Struggling to make sense of a world wrought with the
chaos of a mentally ill mother and emotionally absent
father, Grant Golliher turns to mules and horses for
companionship. This is a gravitation that will shape the
course of his life to the core of his very being. Grant
leaves home at a young age to pursue the life of a
cowboy. He works his way around the West finding
work where he can get it, but always with the horses he
loves. From Wyoming pack strings to ranch hand in
Nevada and polo horse trainer in California, his life is
full of mishaps and adventure. Grant's life follows the
path the horses take him. As he learns to develop his
training techniques for teaching troubled horses he
discovers that they are teaching him in return.
Amy Hawkins, a 35-year-old editor from New York City
who makes a fresh start in the small Montana town of
Coldwater, is hard at work on her first novel, but trouble
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starts brewing when her money starts running out, her
writing deteriorates, and she is forced to decide between
two men who are out to win her heart. Original.
An emotionally charged autobiography chronicling the
life and career of the beloved New York Yankees
manager, Joe Torre, details his special relationship with
his family and his ability to overcome tremendous
adversity to achieve his life-long dream. Reprint.
Bounce Back
A Player's Guide
If Your Dream Doesn't Scare You, It's Too Small
Chasing a Rugby Dream
Amina's Voice
From the critically acclaimed author of
Amina’s Voice comes a new story inspired
by Louisa May Alcott’s beloved classic,
Little Women, featuring four sisters from
a modern American Muslim family living in
Georgia. When Jameela Mirza is picked to
be feature editor of her middle school
newspaper, she’s one step closer to being
an award-winning journalist like her late
grandfather. The problem is her editor-inchief keeps shooting down her article
ideas. Jameela’s assigned to write about
the new boy in school, who has a cool
British accent but doesn’t share much, and
wonders how she’ll make his story gripping
enough to enter into a national media
contest. Jameela, along with her three
sisters, is devastated when their father
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needs to take a job overseas, away from
their cozy Georgia home for six months.
Missing him makes Jameela determined to
write an epic article—one to make her dad
extra proud. But when her younger sister
gets seriously ill, Jameela’s world turns
upside down. And as her hunger for fame
looks like it might cost her a blossoming
friendship, Jameela questions what matters
most, and whether she’s cut out to be a
journalist at all…
Discover the struggles and triumphs of
fourth-grader Zayd Saleem as he pursues
his dream of being a basketball star in
this bind-up of the complete middle grade
series from the acclaimed author of
Amina’s Voice and More to the Story. Zayd
Saleem has serious hoop dreams. He’s going
to be a basketball star. A legend. There
are only a few small things in his way.
For starters, Zayd’s on the scrawny side
and gets stomach aches when he’s nervous.
He has to convince his coach that he has
what it takes to join his best friend Adam
on the elite Gold Team. His mom and dad
want him to practice his violin way more
than his jump shot. Plus, it doesn’t help
that his older sister Zara is amazing at
every sport she tries. But Zayd has a lot
going for him, too. His grandmother is
willing to supply him with all the mango
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milkshakes he wants. His grandfather has a
few tricks up the sleeve of his velour
track suit. And his favorite uncle keeps
Zayd laughing, even if it’s sometimes so
hard he needs to pee. Zayd’s family,
combined with his friends, teammates, and
his own determination, means he’s got
everything he needs to chase his dream.
Will he reach it?
One is driven from failure to success. The
other is willing to let his friends die to
chase his dream. Brothers Drake and Cade
Flint are baseball players. It is in their
blood. From an early age, Drake has had
superior talent and secures himself a
place in professional baseball at the age
of eighteen. But after three long years in
the minors and a recent fastball gone
awry, he is beginning to question his
ability and even his love for the game.
Will anything be able to help him refocus
and recapture his place in the sport he
loves? Cade Flint, on the other hand, has
a belief in himself that's unparalleled.
The brash teenager can do no wrong-at
least in his own mind. That is, until he
finds himself in a precarious position
with an intriguing young woman, who turns
out to be more of a stalker than your
average fan. She forces Cade to take
action, leading to the untimely death of a
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teammate and to his life spiraling out of
control. Will it ultimately lead to his
own demise? Can these brothers make it out
on top? Or will chasing their dreams cost
them more than it's worth?
When Mahesh P. Raj was born in 1947 in a
small village in Fiji, he weighed less
than four pounds and was not expected to
survive. Even though his mother faced
tremendous hardship and poverty, she
painstakingly fed him drop by drop until
he would suck a bottle on his own. In
Chasing the Dream, Raj shares his life
story—from his birth to his
retirement—telling how he grew up
extremely poor but worked hard and
eventually became a successful Canadian
businessman through determination,
perseverance, and passion. Providing
chronological details about his childhood,
his family and upbringing, and his life as
a refugee, this memoir narrates how Raj
both survived and thrived despite the lack
of a formal education. Chasing the Dream
offers insight into one man’s life and how
he overcame early disadvantages to live a
fulfilling life.
Gender Equality in Public Services
Chasing the Dream, Ben Stanley Revett's
Dredge Boats on the Lower Swan River,
Breckenridge, Colorado
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An African Immigrant Story in America
Dare to Make History
An Insider¿s Description of What Really
Went on in the United States Space Program
from the Early 1960s to the Present and
What to Expect in the Future

Barbara Kammerer's dream job was being a teacher,
impacting the lives of junior high kids so they could soar
in life. Her dream became jeopardized after a fiery car
crash left her with a severe burn injury. She found herself
facing the public's reactions to her facial and body
difference with constant stares and startled glances,
intrusive questions and rude remarks. Her trauma began
a life-long mission to develop skills to empower burn
survivors and anyone with a facial difference to live
successfully. In an age when the disabled and facially
disfigured were shunned by societal norms, her advocacy
paved the way for kids and adults to find their path back
to life. Chasing My Dreams is the inspirational memoir of
a gracious and beloved woman who quietly, but
purposefully fought for those who needed to find their own
voice.
Winners of 8 national championships, Indiana University
is to men’s college soccer what University of North
Carolina is to college basketball or University of Notre
Dame is to college football. To Chase a Dream is the true
story of one kid’s near-impossible desire to play soccer at
that national powerhouse, a kid who was told time after
time that he simply wasn’t good enough and never would
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be. What all the doubters failed to consider was that
inside the body of an under-sized, humble Paul Kapsalis
was the heart of a lion. This is his journey, a story that
affirms that perseverance, optimism, hard work, a
willingness to learn, and kindness can lead to remarkable
achievements and transform a kid who just wanted to play
soccer into a leader of men. It took him 5 years, fighting
through rejection and a career-threatening injury, but
Paul got where he never expected to go. Here’s a chance
to see how he did it.
We all have dreams we aspire to achieve, sometimes
though they can appear almost impossible. However this
book tells in lyrical verse and prose, how if you keep the
faith and believe in yourself, then nothing is impossible...
Inspirational and motivational writes for every dreamer
Brian comes from wealth, and Cade has never had much.
Just as they get closer and see the good and bad in each
other's worlds, Brian's grandfather's will might end their
relationship.
Chasing the Italian Dream
Zayd Saleem, Chasing the Dream
Chasing a Dream
More to the Story
Four Decades of Following China’s War on Poverty
The provision of state funded and
democratically accountable care services
represents one of the most potentially
transformative advances in gendered social
relations and equality for women by
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‘defamilizing’ care and providing paid
work. But the cost of providing these
services, which women have access to them
and how they should be provided are always
at the forefront of debate, especially
during economic crises. Socially funded
and publicly accountable care services are
therefore a key site of feminist activity,
but also the frontline for spending cuts
and 'reform' during times of austerity.
Gender Equality in Public Services
analyses how gender equality work in
British public services is changing in
response to factors including: equality
legislation; the erosion of local
democracy, privatisation of public
services and new forms of feminist
activism and leadership. It also assesses
the challenges and opportunities for
promoting women’s equality in producing
and using public services. Impacting upon
developed and developing economies, the
arguments in this challenging book explore
the potential of equality and feminist
activism and leadership for radical and
transformational change. It will appeal to
advanced students, researchers and
practitioners interested in social policy,
feminist organization theory, equal
opportunities and gender mainstreaming
practice.
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Nothing about Homer G. Phillips Hospital
came easily. Built to serve St. Louis’s
rapidly expanding African-American
population, the grand new hospital opened
its doors in 1937, toward the end of the
Great Depression. “Homer G.,” as many
called it, joined a burgeoning group of
black hospitals amid a national period of
institutional segregation and strong
racial prejudice nationwide. When the
beautiful, up-to-date hospital opened, it
attracted more black residents than any
other such program in the United States.
Patients also flocked to the hospital, as
did nursing students who found there
excellent training, ready employment, and
a boost into the middle class. For
decades, the hospital thrived; by the
1950s, three-quarters of African-American
babies in St. Louis were born at Homer G.
But the 1960s and 1970s brought less need
for all-black hospitals, as faculty,
residents, and patients were increasingly
welcome in the many newly integrated
institutions. Ever-tightening city budgets
meant less money for the hospital, and in
1979, despite protests from the AfricanAmerican community, HGPH closed. Years
later, the venerated, long-vacant building
came to life again as the Homer G.
Phillips Senior Living Community. Candace
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O’Connor draws upon contemporary newspaper
articles, institutional records, and
dozens of interviews with former staff
members to create the first, full history
of the Homer G. Phillips Hospital. She
also brings new facts and insights into
the life and mysterious murder (still an
unsolved case) of the hospital’s namesake,
a pioneering Black attorney and civil
rights activist who led the effort to
build the sorely needed medical facility
in the Ville neighborhood.
Go on the road with the best hockey
players not in the NHL What is life really
like in North American hockeyÍs top minor
league? As told by dozens of the players,
coaches, broadcasters, personnel, and
owners who work a grinding schedule every
winter, Chasing the Dream goes behind the
scenes with seven AHL teams. Find out how
playersÍ dreams of lacing up their skates
in the NHL motivate them through long bus
rides and games where theyÍre constantly
gunning for a precious spot in the majors.
From young prospects to veterans whose own
hopes have faded, hear from AHL players on
why todayÍs minor league is no longer like
Slap Shot, what playing three games in
under 48 hours can do to a player, and why
fighting „ once a staple of the minors „
is on the decline. Learn about the game
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from coaches, alumni, and broadcasters, as
well as AHL president Dave Andrews, who
reveals how the AHL is becoming an even
more important tool for NHL teams in the
salary-cap era. Load your gear on the bus
and take a tour around the many venues,
personalities, pranks, and memories of the
once-small AHL „æan organization that now
crosses the continent and is big business
for players and owners.
She has seen the dream all of her
remembered life, but her family always
said it was just her imagination. August
is able to sell her dresses for a runway
show in New York and there sees the girl
she remembers in the dream. She confronts
her family, but how will they react to
finding out she knows the truth of what
they did? Will she survive the chaos this
truth can reveal? When she gets close to
the truth, she finds there are prices to
pay when you continue Chasing the Dream
Climbing the Ladder, Chasing the Dream
Power Forward; On Point; Bounce Back
A Horseman's Memoir
Kick Off
Chase the Lion
The successful author and journalist describes how, at the age of
forty-three, a mid-life crisis sent him on a quest to rediscover a
dream that he had given up more than twenty years earlier, to
reenter the world of competitive golf and make the PGA tour.
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40,000 first printing.
These are stories about the dreams of a German boy named Fritz
and his family living in fear and anguish in the City of Wiesbaden
Germany during World War II. Night after night, they would run to
safety to the nearby air-raid shelter until one day when their mother
took the family into the country to Bavaria to wait out the war. In
1945, the mother and children walked for twelve days from Bavaria
back to their home in Wiesbaden. They continued to live in an
American militaristic zone for several years until the new German
currency arrived and their lives took a turn for the better. In 1952,
Fritz began his apprenticeship and completed it in 1955. In 1962,
after years of working several different jobs, he decided to make the
journey to the promised land, the United States of America.
Shaun is a Londoner born and bred, and has been a devoted
Chelsea fan since 1967. Despite setbacks along the way, Shaun
fulfilled his childhood ambition when he was called to the bar in
November 1984. Since 2009, he has become a household name,
regularly appearing as The Dark Destroyer on the smash ITV hit
teatime quiz show, The Chase.
Batterson examines biblical and modern-day examples of people
who were willing to put everything on the line, take risks, seize
opportunities, face fears, embrace uncertainty, and look foolish
when it comes to chasing after God-given opportunities.
Escape and unwind with bestselling author Jo Thomas
The History of Homer G. Phillips Hospital
On Point
A Mid-life Quest for Fame and Fortune on the Pro Golf Circuit
Life in the American Hockey League

"A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles to
stay true to her family's vibrant culture while
simultaneously blending in at school after tragedy
strikes her community"-Dare to Make History is the story of two
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courageous and talented women who weren’t
willing to accept anything less than being treated
as equals. On their journey to a gold medal in
women’s ice hockey, they became role models for
generations before and after them. Twins Jocelyne
Lamoureux-Davidson and Monique LamoureuxMorando started playing ice hockey with their four
older brothers and their friends on a frozen pond
next to their home in North Dakota. No girls
hockey teams, no problem―they just played on
boys teams. They went on to win six World
Championships and played in three Olympics,
winning two silver medals and ultimately a gold
medal in South Korea in 2018 for the USA
Women’s National Team. They did not allow
roadblocks and discrimination deter them from
taking on their governing body—USA
Hockey—threatening to boycott the 2017 World
Championships and jeopardizing their ability to
compete in the 2018 Olympics unless their gender
equity issues were addressed. The success of
Monique, Jocelyne, and their team thrust them into
the center of the struggle for gender equity, for
women in hockey and in sports in general, as well
as in society at large. In Dare to Make History, the
Lamoureux twins chronicle their journey to the
pinnacle of their sport, their efforts along with
almost 150 other hockey players to start a new
professional women’s hockey league, their training
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to come back and make another national team
after giving birth, their tireless efforts to advance
the interests of disadvantaged communities in
closing the digital divide, and their ongoing
contributions as role models championing the
dreams of future generations of girls in sports,
education, and the workplace. This is not a hockey
book. It is not a girls book. It is a book about the
importance of the fight for equity, particularly
gender equity. It is the inspirational story of how
two young women from a small town in North
Dakota have dreamed big—had the courage to
take on huge battles—and in the end how they
have dared to make history.
From the critically acclaimed author of Amina’s
Voice comes the third book in an exciting middle
grade series about a scrawny fourth-grader with
big dreams of basketball stardom. Zayd has a plan.
He’s ready to take the reins as team captain of the
Gold Team. But when an injury leaves him on the
sidelines, his plans get derailed. Can Zayd learn
what it means to be a leader if he’s not the one
calling the shots?
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